Bradley A3 training—a leap ahead...

Good training is key to soldier performance. But there are never enough ranges, labs, or time to train, until now. The Bradley A3 with embedded “Virtual Range” provides realistic training simulations for the individual or crew. The Army's first integrated platform design revolutionizes training and improves performance. Now you and your Bradley team can realize your full potential with a self-contained, fully interactive, digital simulator—whether you're in the motor pool or deployed in the field.
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The second article in a series on the National Guard's involvement in the Korean War takes a look at 1951. As the first Guard units arrived on the Korean Peninsula, United Nations forces were reeling back over the border between North and South Korea under the weight of a massive Chinese offensive. Communist troops took the South Korean capital of Seoul for the second time in the war. The line stabilized just south of the city, but hopes of a quick U.N. victory were forever dashed.

30 Defining Homeland Defense

Homeland security is a little more complicated than stopping the enemy at the border. Some believe that new technology and new enemies have created threats that the current defense apparatus is ill-equipped to handle. It's an overall threat and mission that is still a little hazy. Could it be an area where the Guard can take the lead?

34 Industrial Partners

Nearly 100 companies ranging from large manufacturers to small consulting firms are NGUAS Corporate Associate members. Through this affiliation, they support NGUAS activities and goals. This month's magazine includes contact information on each Corporate Associate member along with a brief description of their products and services.
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ON THE COVER Air Guard National F-84 Thunderjets make their way to the Korean War in 1951 aboard the U.S. Navy escort carrier Sistok Bay. The photo is the same shot that appeared on the cover of the October 1951 THE NATIONAL GUARDIAN.